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ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN: BUSHEHR NPP — PROJECT CONTROL

Summary

This annex deals with project control. After almost 17 years of delay due to revolution and
war, the work on BNPP-1 resumed. The new plant will be a combination of German and
Russian designs and as such will present many unique technical and managerial problems.
These will be accentuated by the fact that Iranian nuclear personnel are relatively young and
inexperienced. In spite of hostile environmental conditions at the site, the equipment,
structures and documentation have been relatively well presented.

General information

The contract for construction of the two units of Bushehr Nuclear Power plant (BNPP) was
signed in 1976 between Atomic Energy Organization of the Islamic Republic of Iran (AEOI) and
a German concern. The construction work started soon after, but after the Islamic Revolution in
Islamic Republic of Iran construction and manufacturing work were interrupted and the contract
was eventually terminated in 1979.

At the time of suspension of construction in Feb.1979, status of the unit 1 was as follows:

• civil work completed about 85%

• electrical work completed about 65%.

• mechanical work completed about 65%

• common buildings, camp and social infrastructures 100%.

AEOI had paid the contractor about 5.6 billion Deutsche Marks in addition to local
expenditures in Iranian Rials.

Following the government decision to resume work on BNPP-1, a contract was concluded
between AEOI and a Russian concern. After thorough investigation of the status of equipment,
systems, structures and components and also of the documentation, the Russian contractor
declared its technical capability and readiness for reconstruction and completion of BNPP-1
project.

The contract specified using the main equipment of Russian design of WWER-1000 model V-
392 and integrating it into existing systems, structures and buildings already erected/constructed.
The new contract went into effect in January 1996.

Problems encountered

Human resources
• A considerable number of Iranian specialist experienced in nuclear power technology have

left.

Site installation, structures and equipment
• The hostile environmental conditions at Bushehr region made the preservation of existing

installed/erected equipment and buildings difficult.
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Upgrading of project
• one of the main difficulties is getting access to international expertise and required supplies

in the nuclear field due imposed embargo.

Measures implemented

Human resources

• AEOI has recruited young engineers to be trained by the Agency or other local institutions.
A number of these engineers are working at the project but their numbers are not sufficient.
They require more training and experience.

Site installations, structures and equipment:

• Despite hostile environment at the site, AEOI had been able to preserve most of
equipment, structures and buildings using the most effective techniques

• Also, documentation had been preserved including drawings and engineering and
construction data.

Upgrading of the project
• Another foreign contractor had been found to reconstruct and complete the plant, following a

thorough evaluation of plant condition

• Regulatory documents had been updated in order to be in compliance with the requirements
of the revised IAEA codes

• The Russian contractor had been asked to:
- make a comparative analysis between the German and Russian technical standards
- implement the necessary technical upgrades to meet the requirements of the Iranian

Regulatory Authority (IRA)
- initial steps have been taken to encourage exchange of information and experience

between countries who have Russian WWER reactor and also the countries which
have German designed plants.

• IAEA and other International organizations will be asked to provide technical and
managerial assistance, especially in the areas of:

- training and development of manpower
- facilitating participation of Iranian experts in meetings aimed at improving safety of

WWER-1000 plants
- assisting AEOI in design and safety reviews.

This is of special importance since the integration of the German and Russian designs will
present many unique technical and managerial problems.

Additional information

Early in the 80s, a contract was concluded between AEOI and a German concern for inspection
of the equipment, structures and buildings and analysis of documentation of BNPP-1. A series of
reports were submitted to AEOI giving the status of the plant.
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During stagnation of the BNPP-1 project (for almost 17 years):

• the plant suffered damage due to passage of time and also during the war

• changes have occurred in the requirements of Iranian Regulatory Authority

• new requirements arose due to need to integrate Russian-made equipment with the existing
systems and structures already in place

• as the result, additional changes are necessary in the design of existing systems and
structures.

Material provided by Saboury
Atomic Energy Organization, Islamic Republic of Iran
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